The past century has seen substantial theoretical and empirical progress on the genetic basis of adaptation. Over this same period a pressing need to prevent the evolution of drug resistance has uncovered much about the potential genetic basis of persistence in declining populations. However, we have little theory to predict and generalize how persistence -by sufficiently rapid adaptation -might be realized in this explicitly demographic scenario. Here we use Fisher's geometric model with absolute fitness to begin a line of theoretical inquiry into the genetic basis of evolutionary rescue, focusing here on asexual populations that adapt through de novo mutations. We show how the dominant genetic path to rescue switches from a single mutation to multiple as mutation rates and the severity of the environmental change increase. In multi-step rescue, intermediate genotypes that themselves go extinct provide a 'springboard' to rescue genotypes. Comparing to a scenario where persistence is assured, our approach allows us to quantify how a race between evolution and extinction leads to a genetic basis of adaptation that is composed of fewer loci of larger effect. We hope this work brings awareness to the impact of demography on the genetic basis of adaptation. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
on the genetic basis of evolutionary rescue and we also explore 147 the possibility of rescue by mutant haplotypes containing more 148 than one mutation. In particular, we ask: (1) How many muta-149 tional steps is evolutionary rescue likely to take? and (2) What 150 is the expected distribution of fitness effects of the surviving 151 genotypes and their component mutations? 152 We first introduce the modelling framework before summa-153 rizing our main results. We then present the mathematical anal-154 yses we have used to understand these results and end with a 155 discussion of our key findings. Simulation procedure 250 We ran individual-based simulations of the above process to was set as the number of mutations in that genotype.
258
Probability of rescue 259 Let p 0 be the probability that a given wildtype individual is 260 "successful", i.e., has descendants that rescue the population. 261 The probability of rescue is then one minus the probability that 262 none of the initial wildtype individuals are successful,
where the approximation assumes small p 0 and large N 0 . What 264 remains is to find p 0 .
265

Summary of Results
266
We start with a heuristic explanation of our main results before 267 turning to more detailed derivations in the next section.
268
Rescue by multiple mutations 269 A characteristic pattern of evolutionary rescue is a "U"-shaped where evolutionary rescue occurs ( Figure 1A) . Alternatively, 281 when the wildtype declines faster and the mutation rate is larger 282 we sometimes see 'U-shaped log-trajectories' (e.g., the red and 283 blue replicates in Figure 2A ). Here there are three phases instead 284 of two; the initial rate of decline (a line with slope m 0 < 0) is 285 first reduced (transitioning to a line with slope m 1 < 0) before 286 the population begins growing (a line with slope m 2 > 0). Replicates that went extinct are grey, replicates that were rescued are in colour (and are roughly V-shaped). (B) The number of individuals with a given derived allele, again on a log scale, for the yellow replicate in A. The number of individuals without any derived alleles (wildtypes) is shown in grey, the rescue mutation is shown in yellow, and all other mutations are shown in black. Other parameters: n = 4, λ = 0.005, m max = 0.5.
As expected, V-shaped log-trajectories are the result of a sin-288 gle mutation creating a genotype with a positive growth rate 289 that escapes loss when rare and rescues the population ( Figure   290 1B), i.e., 1-step rescue. U-shaped log-trajectories, on the other 291 hand, occur when a single mutation creates a genotype with a 292 negative (or potentially very small positive) growth rate, itself 293 doomed to extinction, which out-persists the wildtype and gives 294 rise to a double mutant genotype that rescues the population 295 ( Figure 2B ), i.e., 2-step rescue. These two types of rescue com-296 prise the overwhelming majority of rescue events observed in 297 our simulations, across a wide range of wildtype decline rates 298 (e.g., Figure 3 ).
299
In the text, we focus on low to moderate mutation rates af-300 fecting growth rate. With sufficiently high mutation rates res-301 cue by 3 or more mutations comes to dominate ( Figure S1 ). It 302 has recently been suggested that when the mutation rate, U, is 303 substantially less than a critical value, U C = λn 2 /4, we are in 304 a "strong selection, weak mutation" regime where selection is 305 strong enough relative to mutation that essentially all mutations 306 arise on a wildtype background (Martin and Roques 2016), con-307 sistent with the House of Cards approximation (Turelli 1984 (Turelli , 308 1985 Figure 3 (where U = U C /10) 318 and Figure S1 (where U C = 0.02), rescue by a small number 319 of mutations (but more than one) can become commonplace in 320 the transition zone (where U is neither much smaller or much 321 larger than U C ), where there are often a considerable number of 322 cosegregating mutations (e.g., Figure 2B , where U = U C /2).
323
The probability of k-step rescue 324 Approximations for the probability of 1-step rescue under the 325 strong selection, weak mutation regime were derived by Anci- Figure S1 ), multi-step rescue can not only be more 347 likely than 1-step, but also very likely in an absolute sense.
348
Classifying 2-step rescue regimes 349 2-step rescue can occur through first-step mutants with a wide 350 range of growth rates. As shown below (see Approximating 351 the probability of 2-step rescue), these first-step mutants can 352 be divided into three regimes: "sufficiently subcritical", "suffi-353 ciently critical", and "sufficiently supercritical" (we will often 354 drop "sufficiently" for brevity; Figure 4 ). Sufficiently critical first- Replicates that went extinct are grey, replicates that were rescued are in colour. Note that the blue and red replicates are cases of 2-step rescue (and roughly U-shaped), while the yellow replicate is 1-step rescue (and therefore V-shaped). (B) The number of individuals with a given derived allele, again on a log scale, for the red replicate in A. The number of individuals without any derived alleles (wildtypes) is shown in grey, the rescue mutations are shown in red, and all other mutations in black. Here a single mutant with growth rate less than zero arises early and outlives the wildtype (solid red). A second mutation then arises on that background (dashed red), making a double mutant with a growth rate greater than zero that rescues the population. Other parameters: n = 4, λ = 0.005, m max = 0.5. a positive growth rate can also go extinct, and thus can also less frequently by mutation from the wildtype but mutate to res-378 cue genotypes at a higher rate. Overall, they too can contribute 379 substantially to rescue. Note that supercritical 2-step rescue is 380 not 1-step rescue with subsequent adaptation as we condition 381 on the first-step mutation going extinct in the absence of the 382 second mutation. However, empirically it will be impossible 383 to tell if the first-step mutation was indeed doomed to extinc-384 tion if it is found to have a positive growth rate in the selective 385 environment.
386
The relative contribution of each regime changes with both 387 the initial degree of maladaptation and the mutation rate ( Fig-388 ures 5 and S2). When the wildtype is very maladapted (relative 389 to mutational variance), most 2-step rescue events occur through 390 subcritical first-step mutants ( Figure 5A ), which arise at a higher 391 rate than critical or supercritical mutants and yet persist longer 
425
The DFE of genotypes that cause 2-step rescue (the combined 426 effect of two mutations) is also clustered at small positive growth 427 rates, but it has a variance that is less affected by the rate of wild-428 type decline (red curves in Figure 6 ). This is because double 429 mutant rescue genotypes are created via first-step mutant geno-430 types that have larger growth rates than the wildtype (i.e., are 431 closer to the optimum), allowing them to create double mutants 432 with a larger range of positive growth rates.
433
Finally, we can also look at the distribution of growth rates 434 among first-step mutations that lead to 2-step rescue, i.e., 'spring- 
(3)
We can therefore use p 0 = p(m 0 , Λ(m 0 )) as the probability that a 472 wildtype individual has descendants that rescue the population 473 and what remains in calculating the total probability of rescue 474 (Equation 2) is Λ(m 0 ). We break this down by letting Λ i (m) be 475 the rate at which rescue genotypes with i mutations are created; 476 the total probability of rescue is then given by Equation 2 with
478
In 1-step rescue, Λ 1 (m 0 ) is just the rate of production of res-479 cue mutants directly from a wildtype genotype. This is the 480 probability that a wildtype gives rise to a mutant with growth 481 rate m (given by U f (m|m 0 )) times the probability that a geno- this, the rate of 1-step rescue is 
probability that an individual with growth rate m produces a mutant that has descendants that rescue the population
probability that an individual with growth rate m produces a mutant that has descendants with i − 1 additional mutations that rescue the population Λ i 2 (m) probability that an individual with growth rate m produces sufficiently subcritical (i = " − "), critical (i = 0), or supercritical (i = " + ") firststep mutants that eventually lead to 2-step rescue (eq. 8) Taking the first order approximation of p(m 0 , Λ 1 (m 0 )) with Appendix, see Approximating the probability of 1-step rescue).
496
The probability of 2-step rescue is only slightly more compli-497 cated. Here Λ 2 (m 0 ) is the probability that a mutation arising on 498 the wildtype background creates a genotype that is also fated 499 for extinction but persists long enough for a second mutation 500 to arise on this mutant background, creating a double mutant 501 genotype that rescues the population. We therefore have
(6) Following this logic, we can retrieve the probability of k-step 503 rescue, for arbitrary k ≥ 2, using the recursion
with the initial condition given by Equation 5. , as well as the probability of rescue by up to 4 mutational steps ("total", using
). Circles are individual-based simulation results (ranging from 10 5 to 10 6 replicates per wildtype growth rate). Open circles denote the fraction of simulations where the rescue genotype (see Simulation procedure) had a given number of mutations and closed circles are the sum of these fractions. Parameters: N 0 = 10 4 , U = 2 × 10 −3 , n = 4, λ = 0.005, m max = 0.5.
Approximating the probability of 2-step rescue 506 The probability of 2-step rescue is given by Equation 2 with 507 p 0 = p(m 0 , Λ 2 (m 0 )) (Equations 3-6). We next develop some 508 intuition by approximating this for different classes of single 509 mutants. 510 First, note that when the growth rate of a first-step mutation 511 is close enough to zero such that m 2 << Λ 1 (m), we can ap-512 proximate the probability that such a genotype leads to rescue 513 before itself going extinct, p(m, Λ 1 (m)), using a Taylor series, File S1). We can also derive this result heuristically by consid-516 ering the probability that a lineage will persist long enough 517 that it will incur a secondary rescue mutation. As shown in the 
558
The transitions between these two regimes occur when 559 Λ 1 (m)/|m| = 2Λ 1 (m), i.e., when |m| = Λ 1 (m)/2. We 560 call single mutants with growth rates m < − Λ 1 (m)/2 "suf-561 ficiently subcritical", those with |m| < Λ 1 (m)/2 "sufficiently 562 critical", and those with m > Λ 1 (m)/2 "sufficiently supercrit-563 ical". Given that U and thus Λ 1 (m) will generally be small, m 564 will also be small at these transition points, meaning we can 565 approximate the transition points as m * = Λ 1 (0)/2 and −m * .
566
We then have an approximation for the rate of 2-step rescue,
is the rate of 2-step rescue through sufficiently 568 subcritical first-step mutants (i = " − "), sufficiently critical 569 first-step mutants (i = 0), or sufficiently supercritical first-step 570 mutants (i = " + "). A schematic depicting the 1-and 2-step 571 genetic paths to rescue is given in Figure 4 . 
We can then approximate Λ 1 (m) withΛ 1 (m) (Equation 19 ) and Fisher's geometric model,
This well approximates numerical integration of Λ (0) 2 (m 0 ) (Equa-581 tion 8; see Figure 5 and File S1) . In general, it will perform better 582 when the critical zone, and thus U √ m max λ, becomes smaller. 
where ψ 0 = 2(1 − √ 1 − m 0 /m max ) < 0 and α = ρ max ψ 2 0 /4. the growth rates of the first-step mutations. We then replace 596 f (m|m 0 ) with its approximate distribution over ψ as above.
597
In the case of subcritical rescue we can then make two con-598 trasting approximations (see File S1 for details). First, when 599 the ψ (and thus m) that contribute most are close enough to 600 zero (meaning maladaptation is not too large relative to muta-601 tional variance) and we ignore mutations that are less fit than the 602 wildtype, we find the rate of subcritical 2-step rescue is roughly
where ψ * − = 2(1 − √ 1 +m * /m max ) < 0 andm * = Λ 1 (0)/2 604 (Equation 20). Second, when the mutational variance, λ, is very 605 small relative to maladaptation, implying that mutants far from 606 m = 0 substantially contribute, we find the rate of subcritical 607 2-step rescue to be nearly
These two approximations do well compared with numerical in-609 tegration of Λ (−) 2 (m 0 ) (Equation 8; see Figure 5 and File S1). As 
613
For supercritical 2-step rescue, only first-step mutants with 614 growth rates near m * will contribute (larger m will rescue them-615 selves and are also less likely to arise by mutation), and so we 616 can capture the entire distribution with a small m approximation 617 (following the same approach that led to Equation 12). As shown 618 in File S1, this approximation works well for sufficiently small 619 first-step mutant growth rates, ψ < 2/ρ max , beyond which the 620 rate of 2-step rescue through such first-step mutants falls off very 621 quickly due to a lack of mutational input. Thus, considering 622 only supercritical single mutants with scaled growth rate less 623 than 2/ρ max , our approximation is
with ψ * + = 2(1 − √ 1 −m * /m max ) and ψ max = 2/ρ max .
625
This approximation tends to provide a slight overestimate of 626 Λ (+) 2 (m 0 ) (Equation 8; see Figure 5 and File S1). 
643
The effect of maladaptation and mutation rate on the relative 644 contributions of each regime is shown in Figure 5 . The distribution of growth rates among rescue genotypes 646 We next explore the distribution of growth rates among rescue 647 genotypes, i.e., the distribution of growth rates that we expect 648 to observe among the survivors across many replicates. 649 We begin with 1-step rescue. The rate of 1-step rescue by 
where the mutation rate, U, cancels out. This distribution is 654 shown in blue in Figure 6 . The distribution has a mode at small 655 but positive m as a result of two conflicting processes: smaller 656 growth rates are more likely to arise from a declining wildtype 657 but larger growth rates are more likely to establish given they 658 arise. As the rate of wildtype decline increases, the former pro-659 cess exerts more influence, causing the mode to move towards 660 zero and reducing the variance. 661 We can also give a simple, nearly closed-form approximation 662 here using the same approach taken to reach Equation 19. On the 663 ψ scale, the distribution of effects among 1-step rescue mutations
implying the ψ are distributed like a normal truncated below 666 ψ = 0 and weighted by ψ. This often provides a very good 667 approximation (see dashed blue curves in Figure 6 ).
668
In 2-step rescue, the rate of rescue by double mutants with 669 growth rate m 2 is given by Equation 6 with Λ 1 (m) replaced 670 by U f (m 2 |m)p est (m 2 ). Normalizing gives the distribution of 671 growth rates among the double mutant genotypes that rescue 672 the population
This distribution, g 2 (m), is shown in red in Figure 6 . Because the 674 first-step mutants contributing to 2-step rescue tend to be nearer 675 the optimum than the wildtype, this allows them to produce 676 double mutant rescue genotypes with higher growth rates than 677 in 1-step rescue (as seen by comparing the mode between blue 678 and red curves in Figure 6 ). The fact that these first-step mutants 679 are closer to the optimum also allows for a greater variance in the 680 growth rates of rescue genotypes than in 1-step rescue. Thus the 681 2-step distribution maintains a more similar mode and variance 682 across wildtype decline rates than the 1-step distribution. Note 683 that because g 2 (m 2 ) depends on U the buffering effect of first-684 step mutants depends on the mutation rate (see The distribution 685 of growth rates among rescue intermediates below for more 686 discussion).
687
The distribution of growth rates among rescue intermediates 688 Finally, our analyses above readily allow us to explore the distri- 
where the first U cancels but the U within Λ 1 (m) does not. This The distribution of growth rates among first-step mutations that lead to 2-step rescue (black; Equation 18) for three different levels of initial maladaptation. Shading represents our sufficiently subcritical approximation (blue; replacing p(m, Λ 1 (m)) with Λ 1 (m)/|m| in the numerator of Equation 18), our sufficiently critical approximation (red; using U f (0|m 0 ) 2Λ 1 (0) as the numerator in Equation 18), and our sufficiently supercritical approximation (yellow; replacing p(m, Λ 1 (m)) with Λ 1 (m)/|m| in the numerator of Equation 18). The histograms show the distribution of growth rates among first-step mutations in rescue genotypes with 2 mutations observed across (A, B) 10 5 or (C) 10 6 simulated replicates. We hypothesize that the overabundance of supercriticals (especially in panel A) is likely due to us sampling only the most common rescue genotype in each replicate, which is not necessarily the first genotype that rescues. See Figure 6 for additional details.
Discussion
713
Here we have explored the probability and genetic basis of evo-714 lutionary rescue by multiple mutations on a simple fitness land-715 scape. We find that rescue by multiple mutations can be the Figure 7A ) or mutation rate is high (e.g., Figure S2C ). In contrast, 734 when populations are initially very maladapted (e.g., Figure 7C ), Figure 6 ).
743
Our prediction, that rescue by more de novo mutations can be 744 more likely than rescue by fewer, is novel. In previous models on the genetic basis of resistance, our model suggests that muta-917 tors will be more advantageous when initial maladaptation is 918 severe (e.g., higher drug concentrations or a larger number of 919 drugs), as rescue will then be dominated by genetic paths with 920 more mutational steps.
921
Here we have investigated the genetic basis of evolution- The probability of 1-, 2-, 3-, or 4-step rescue with platykurtic and leptokurtic mutational distributions, respectively. The dots and broken lines represent simulation results (10 5 replicates for each wildtype growth rate). The solid lines are the numerical results for the normal mutational distribution (as in Figure 3) . Parameters: N 0 = 10 4 , U = 2 × 10 −3 , n = 4, λ = 0.005, m max = 0.5. Figure S3A ). The solid lines are predictions for a normal mutational distribution (as in Figure 6 ). The histograms show the distribution of growth rates among rescue genotypes observed across 10 5 replicate simulations. Parameters: N 0 = 10 4 , U = 2 × 10 −3 , n = 4, λ = 0.005, m max = 0.5, m 0 = −0.1. The distribution of growth rates among first-step mutations that lead to 2-step rescue with (A) platykurtic and (B) leptokurtic mutational distributions (see Figure S3A ). The curves and shadings are predictions for a normal mutational distribution (as in Figure 7) . The histograms show the distribution of growth rates observed across 10 5 replicate simulations. Parameters: N 0 = 10 4 , U = 2 × 10 −3 , n = 4, λ = 0.005, m max = 0.5, m 0 = −0.2. 
